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One "Dial" solution for all your business needs.

MYCRAVE CONSULTANCY
AND SERVICES
Your Creation, Our Execution

Head Office
FF - 120,Atmiya Complex,
Near
Makarpura GIDC,
Vadodara,
Gujarat - 390013

CONTACT US

Branches

Tel. : +91 7600690996
Tel. : +91 8905298150
Mail. : info@mycrave.co.in
Mail. : contact@mycrave.co.in
Visit Us : www.MYCrave.co.in

Ahmadabad
| Ghandhidham
| Khedbhramha |
Raipur | Surat | Anand.

ABOUTUS
MYCrave Consultancy is a promoter of Patent, Copyright & Trademark and has initiated the
propagation of providing the services of filing of IPR at the lowest cost in India. The educational
seminars conducted by the MYCrave Team help to build & develop Intellectual Asset for the institutions
and also for the individuals attending it. For the commercialization of the Government approved
innovative ideas and creative products, an International platform has been established where any
intellectual product can be sold or purchased. We strive to provide the creative minds of our country with
a well-deserved recognition and valuation for their novel and artistic asset.

VISION

MISSION

To collaborate with all kind of service
providers, to provide a ONE DIAL
SOLUTION to the customers for all their web
solution, Intellectual & legal needs and to
achieve the “MAKE IN INDIA” concept by
making each product indigenous with the
help of Intellectual property rights.

To fulfill the web & legal needs of an
entrepreneur’s by bringing it all to his
destination with JUST A DIAL solution
and to educate the young India about
Intellectual Property Rights so that they
could earn its benefits by learning its
importance.

WHOWEARE

WHATWEDO

We are a team of believers and builders.
People talk about bringing new technology
to develop our country but have forgotten
about the brilliant innovators who are born in
our land. MYCrave’s team hunts for such
talents and aim to build indigenous
products benefiting the economy of India.

Our Team promotes the importance of
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) by
conducting seminars, workshops and even
provides personal counselling to enlighten
the innovator hidden in each individual. We
help them acquire a government license
and provide them with an international
platform to commercialize their creation.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT
What is sold here can’t be brought from anywhere else.

INDIA'S FIRST IP BANK
VIRTUAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY BANK has been
launched by MYCrave Consultancy for the very first time in
India. Here all you requirements regarding, selling, buying,
licensing or sharing your Intellectual Property like (Patent,
copyright, Trademark) will be served at National &
International Level. Here at VIPB everything can be put on
display from a small poetry to big design of a new car. From
now on Your Creations is our Execution.

220+

PATENT FILED

780+

TRADEMARK FILED

450+

COPYRIGHT FILED

650 +

PRIOR - ART DONE

GLIMPSE OF OUR
WORK
1140+

IPR FILING

269 +

NOVEL IDEAS IN
POSSESSION

400 +

HAPPY CLIENTS

550 +

SEMINARS AND
WORKSHOPS

3+

IP CELL
ESTABLISHED

25+

CITY
COVERED

75+

VILLAGES
COVERED

25,000+
MYCRAVE CONSULTANCY'S | SERVICES

STUDENTS
ADDRESSED

We can provide you with the best solution, for the problems in which millions are invested.

PATENT FILING
PRIOR ART SEARCH | PROVISIONAL PATENT | COMPLETE PATENT

PATENT OBJECTION | PATENT MANAGEMENT | PATENT
LICENSING & SELLING | PATENT PURCHASING
Patent Verification within 24 hours
Get Patent Application Number in a day
No Hidden cost, complete transparency
Complete handling of Examinations
Assured Government protection

TRADEMARK FILING
TRADEMARK OBJECTION | TRADEMARK OPPOSITION

TRADEMARK RENEWAL | LITIGATION MANAGEMENT
| TRADEMARK LICENSING & SELLING
Quickest Trademark Registration
Total Transparency in procedures & Fees
Assured security of the application legally
Complete handling of objection & opposition
Leave a legacy that is government protected

COPYRIGHT FILING
COPYRIGHT PURCHASING

COPYRIGHT RENEWAL | COPYRIGHT OBJECTION
| LITIGATION MANAGEMENT | LICENSING & SELLING
Guaranteed Lowest Copyright Filing Cost
Total Transparency in procedures
No Hidden cost, complete transparency
Assured Full-Time assistance till registration
Government protection for your creativity

MYCRAVE CONSULTANCY'S

IP CELL
We help you to build that foundation, where everyone looks
up to be.

FACILITIES
The Institute will be helped
to establish its own IP CELL.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CELL
OBJECTIVE

Multiple Seminar Sessions.
Multiple Workshop

The aim of this IP CELL is to provide a single package
solution for all your Intellectual Property &
Documentation needs.

Sessions.

In other countries, it’s a common practice that, they
have an IP Cell whose main function is to evaluate the
Project ideas, research papers, Major Projects,
College Projects, proposed product names, whether
they are patentable or can have a copyright over it or
can be trademarked. So we want to put forth an Idea to
establish an IP cell in your Institute and to lead this
institute in the same direction.

Unlimited Trademark filing.

Unlimited Idea Verification.
Unlimited Patent Filing.

Unlimited Copyright filing.
Multiple Visits.
Personal Counselling.
IP Watchdog.
Students will be taught the
method of Self-filing in the
field of copyright, Patent,
and Trademark.

MYCRAVE CONSULTANCY'S | SERVICES
Get your Institute to be the promoter of better future and not just be the history preacher.

MYCRAVE CONSULTANCY'S

VIRTUAL R&D
Collaborative Innovation Streamlined

VIRTUAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
ABOUT
Every company or institute that stands out prominently in the
market is due to their distinctive recipe of innovating something
new. They believe in standing out in the world with their own
products or masterpieces making them global leaders. In the
ride of creating a good asset, lot of strength in the form of
manpower, wealth and time is spend behind the research to study
the project requirement, the market, along with the competitors’
upcoming products which is necessary to stay in the cutthroat
market.
To simply the above said process for any institution or a company,
we stand by them as their own Virtual R&D System. Here we would
do all the researches regarding the requirement and provide them
with a blueprint of the idea they are willing to implement. We would
provide them with multiple solutions and techniques for the easy
execution of their proposal. We even provide them with the
products or ideas that have already been implemented and will be
disclosed in the future by various other companies. This gives your
company a window to execute a plan that is more progressive
and efficient than any other product in the world.

YOUR
CREATION
CONSULTATION

ACTION

WORK

CONMMITMENT

EXECUTION

OUR
EXECUTION
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We guard the treasure which cannot be obtain from any place else.

MYCRAVE CONSULTANCY'S | PHOTOS
Glimpse of MYCrave's Seminar & Workshops

MYCRAVE CONSULTANCY | CUSTOMERS
SOME OF OUR VALUABLE CUSTOMER

